
1. Two elements X and Y need to be arranged in Mendeleev's periodic table. X
has 3 protons more      than Y but their neutrons are equal in number. Which of
the following is correct about X and Y?

 A. X will be placed after Y

 B. X and Y should be placed together.

 C. X and Y are isotopes.

 D. Y will be placed after X.

In Mendeleev's periodic table, elements are arranged according to
increasing atomic mass. Now since neutrons and protons are responsible
for the atomic mass of an atom, so X will be placed after Y.
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2. Identify the option that is not one of the Dobereiner's triad?

 A. Chlorine-35, Bromine-80, Iodine-127

 B. Potassium-39, Chlorine-35.5, Bromine-80

 C. Calcium-40, Strontium-88, Barium-137

 D. Lithium-6, Sodium-22, Potassium-39

A Dobereiner's triad is formed in such a way that the average atomic mass
taken of the first and last element is equal to the atomic mass of the element
in the middle. On applying this to the given options we have:

1) Calcium (Ca)-40, strontium (Sr)-88, barium (Ba)-137
= Atomic mass of Sr

 
Arithmetic mean of first and third element= = Atomic mass of Sr = 88

 
Hence it is a Dobereiner's triad.

2) Chlorine (Cl)-35, bromine (Br)-80, iodine (I)-127
 

= Atomic mass of Br
 

Arithmetic mean of first and third element= = Atomic mass of Br = 80
 

Hence it is a Dobereiner's triad.

3) Lithium (Li)-6, sodium (Na)-22, potassium (K)-39
 

= Atomic mass of Na

Arithmetic mean of first and third element= = Atomic mass of Na = 22
 

Hence it is a Dobereiner's triad.

4) Potassium (K)-39, chlorine (Cl)-35.5, bromine(Br)-80
 

≠ Atomic mass of Cl
 

Hence it is not a Dobereiner's triad.
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Atomic mass of Ca + Atomic mass of Ba

2
40+137

2

Atomic mass of Cl + Atomic mass of I

2
35+127

2

Atomic mass of Li+ Atomic mass of K

2

6+39

2

Atomic mass of K+ Atomic mass of Br

2



3. The atomic masses of X and Z are 20 u and 40 u, respectively. If X, Y and Z
form a Dobereiner’s triad, what should be the atomic mass of Y?

 A. 20 u

 B. 40 u

 C. 30 u

 D. 50 u
According to Dobereiner's law of triads, the atomic mass of the middle
element of the triad is equal to the arithmetic mean of the atomic masses of
the other two elements.
Since, Y is the middle element of the triad, its mass should be the average
of X and Z, that is,
 
Mass of Y = = = 30 u
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Mass of X + Mass of Z

2

20u+40u

2



4. Identify the set of elements that will form Dobereiner triad.

 A. Lithium, sodium, potassium

 B. Nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic

 C. Helium, neon, argon

 D. Helium, hydrogen, potassium

According to Dobereiner, when the three elements in a triad are written in
the increasing order of atomic masses, the atomic mass of the middle
element is roughly the average of the atomic masses of the other two
elements. When we apply this to the given options, then we have:
 
(A) Atomic mass of lithium = 7, sodium = 23 and potassium = 39
 
    ⟹   =  23

(B) Atomic mass of helium = 4, neon = 20 and argon = 40
  

    ⟹   =  22

(C) Atomic mass of nitrogen = 14, phosphorus = 31 and arsenic = 75
  

    ⟹   =  44.5

(D) Atomic mass of lithium = 7, calcium = 40 and potassium = 39
  

    ⟹   =  23
 

In the given options, only the set consisting of lithium, sodium, and
potassium is satisfying Dobereiner's triad.
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(7+39)

2

(4+40)

2

(14+75)

2

(7+39)

2



5. Which of the following statements is correct?

 A. Law of octaves worked quite well for heavier elements but failed
for lighter elements.

 B. Law of octaves failed for both lighter elements and heavier
elements.

 C. Law of octaves worked quite well for lighter elements but failed
for heavier elements.

 D. Law of octaves was first given by Mendeleev.
 John Newlands arranged the then discovered elements on the in the order
of their incresing atomic masses.
 
He noticed that every eighth element exhibits similar properties as
compared to the first element. He called this observation as the ‘Law of
Octaves’ better known as ‘Newlands' Law of Octaves’.
 
Law of octaves worked quite well for lighter elements but failed with heavier
elements. This is one of the demerits of Newlands' law of octaves.
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6. How many groups and periods are there in the modern periodic table?

 A. 18 Groups and 7 Periods

 B. 7 Groups and 18 Periods

 C. 18 Groups and 9 Periods

 D. 18 Groups and 18 Periods

The Modern periodic table has vertical columns called groups and horizontal
rows called periods. There are 18 groups and 7 periods in total.
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7. Which of the following statement is incorrect regarding the given elements?
 

 A. AA is the most electronegative element

 B. BB is a noble gas

 C. CC is an alkali metal

 D. DD has 5 electrons in its outermost shell
CC belongs to the second group of the periodic table. Hence, it is an
alkaline earth metal.

8. Metallic character _________ down the group in the periodic table.

 A. increases

 B. decreases

 C. increases and then decreases

 D. decreases and then increases

Metallic character is the tendency of an element to lose an electron easily.
As we go down the group, the size of atoms increases.
 
Due to this, the  effective nuclear charge experienced by valence electrons
decreases as electrons are farther away from the nucleus and hence,
electrons can be lost easily. Therefore, metallic character increases down
the group.
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9. Which of the following elements has twice as many electrons in its second
shell as it has in its first shell?

 A. Carbon

 B. Nitrogen

 C. Oxygen

 D. Sulphur
K-shell of an atom can accommodate maximum of two electrons. According
to the question, the L-shell of the element must have twice as many
electrons it has in its K-shell, which means L-shell must have four electrons.
Therefore, the atomic number of this element must be six.
Here, carbon is the element which has atomic number six.

10. The valency of aluminium is :

 A. 1

 B. 2

 C. 3

 D. 4
The atomic number of aluminium is 13. So, the electronic configuration is 2,
8, 3. It loses 3 electrons and form Al

3+ ion, therefore it has a valency of 3.
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